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formulated to glide on just like 
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NICKI MINAJ ROCKS THE COVER OF MARIE CLAIRE WITH 

 ARTISTIC COLOR GLOSS IN POSH 

 

Pop-Star Wears Soft Mauve Shimmer for Major Magazine Feature 

MISSOURI, USA – (July 2013) – Nicki Minaj, international superstar, rapper, 

singer and songwriter - who is best known for her hit songs “Super Bass,” 

“Moment 4 Life” and as one of the judges on the hit show “American Idol” (on 

the FOX Network), graces the cover of the August issue of Marie Claire magazine 

in Artistic Nail Design Colour Gloss™ ‘Posh,’ a soft, mauve shimmer that is 

neutral, ladylike and complimentary on all skin tones.  

 

Naja Rickette, the celebrity manicurist and television reality star who glossed up 

Minaj for the cover photo shoot and inside editorial,  noted that the overall look 

was “clean and classic” on her personal Instagram account, where she shared the 

details about the Marie Claire shoot and cover to her fans and followers.  

 

Minaj rocks the cover, wearing a punk-inspired red and black plaid, jewel –

encrusted dress by Italian designer Fausto Puglisi and a full-finger silver ring by fine 

jewelry designer Bernard Delettrez; which brings attention to Minaj’s soft mauve 

Artistic Nail Design Colour Gloss™ manicure. The inside editorial includes 

additional rocker-glam looks, such as a laser-cur leather body suit and a faux 

mohawk head piece.  

 

View Minaj’s behind-the-scenes video for the August 2013 issue of Marie Claire 

here: http://bit.ly/15FNffg  
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